
FASTER INSTALLATION WITH
SUPERIOR SOUND QUALITY

Round magnetically attached grilles included
(Square grilles sold separately)

OH6 ONE-HANDER
Earthquake Sound recognizes that standing on top of a
ladder to install speakers can be a aggravating task for
anyone. The newest member of Earthquake’s line of
architectural speakers addresses this issue and gives to
you the OH6. Designed for a broad audience from the
DIYer to the audio integrator, this in-wall/in-ceiling
speaker is the perfect choice for any audio project. The
6.5″ 2-way coaxial was made for both performance and
ease of installation in mind. Fitted with a revolutionary
EZ Mount System, it sets itself apart from others in that

it offers a frustration-free experience for all skill levels
making your installations ultra-fast and stupid simple.
Constructed with quality components and compatible
with a variety of wall thicknesses, the OH6 is an ideal
choice for those who desire a more invisible or discrete
integration. The OH6 is excellent whether used for mu-
sic or home theater applications and will complement
any new or pre-existing construction. Make your audio
jobs a breeze and enjoy a rich, full-bodied sound with
the all new Earthquake Sound OH6.

EZ MOUNT SYSTEM
Make installations easier by simply cutting the mounting hole,

attach speaker wires, push speaker into place, and rotate the

tweeter bridge to secure it to the drywall. Lock it and done!

TONAL CONTROLS
A 3-position bass and treble selector switch on the OH6 allows

the listener to fine-tune low and high frequencies to meet their

preferences based on sitting position as well as application.

Bass: -4/-2/0 Treble: -2/0/+2

2-WAY COAXIAL DESIGN
The OH6 is a 2-way system equipped with a 6.5″ (165mm) stiff

woven carbon fiber cone midrange/bass driver for lower distor-

tion and a whopping 1″ (25mm) pivoting silk dome neodymium

tweeter for precision sound staging.

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION
The OH6 accepts a drywall thickness of 0.5″ (12mm) to 1″

(25mm) making it an extremely versatile option whether in-

stalled for home theaters or commercial spaces. With a magnet-

ically attached and paintable grille, the edgeless design of the

OH6 gives this speaker a high-end and professional look that will

blend in with any décor.

6.5-INCH EDGELESS ARCHITECTURAL SPEAKER
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MODEL OH6
Midrange/Bass Size 6.5ʺ (165mm)
Woofer Material Carbon Fiber
Surround Material Butyl Rubber
Tweeter Size 1ʺ (25mm)
Tweeter Material Silk Dome, Neodymium
Frequency Response 50Hz–15kHz
Power Handling 150WMAX
Sensi�vity 87dB 1W/1M
Impedance 8-Ohm

MODEL OH6
Frame Diameter 9.05ʺ (230mm)
Cutout Diameter 7.87ʺ (200mm)
Grille Diameter 9.13ʺ (232mm)
Moun�ng Depth 3.14ʺ (80mm)
Magnet Diameter 3.34ʺ (84mm)

Shallow mounting depth allows OH6
to fit inside most standard walls.

EZ Mount System

Turn tweeter bridge clockwise

Dog ears engaged

Lock dog ears in place

SPECIFICATIONS

OH6 ONE-HANDER

MSRP: $349.00/PAIR
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